
 

 

 

 

 

 

THE PROFITABILITY OF A PADEL COURT 

The difference in running a tennis court and a padel court is very important. 

In tennis, 90% of the matches are played in singles. In the padel, on the other hand, 90% of the games are 
played in doubles. This of course means that the recipes on a padel court are twice as high as on a tennis 
court. 

 

Moreover, one can place an average of two padel courts on a tennis court. A short calculation then shows 
that the yield per area doubles again. Two padel courts instead of a tennis court brings four times more 
profit. 

The fact that the padel is played on a half-closed course by the glass walls and the fence makes this sport 
less dependent on the weather than tennis. 

The ground is made of artificial grass filled with sand that absorbs rain, even if the weather is bad you can 
always play a padel game. The padel season is longer than the outdoor tennis season too. In practice, padel 
is played throughout the year. 

https://europadel66.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/rentabilité-padel-gb.pdf


 

Furthermore, padel attracts a progressive and see growth in membership and revenued. Tennis clubs that 
have made the leap report that half of their padel players were not yet members of the club. 

In practice there will be a mix between club players and external players, and the income generated by a 
padel court will vary between 25,000 and 40,000 pounds per year. 

The installation of one or more padel courts must, be considered as an investment. Profitability is assured 
from the first day. 

 

HOW TO FIND PADEL PLAYERS AND ACHIEVE A HIGH ROI ? 

There are many ways we can help you to find customers. 

You can contact us by e-mail for a quotation and  profitability study : 
europadel66@gmail.com of per telefoon +33 (0)6 14 83 67 45 

 

See you soon on the padelcourt! 
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